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THOMAS BÜHNER BECOMES BRAND AMBASSADOR
FOR THE LSG GROUP
Neu-Isenburg/Osnabrück, Germany, June 17, 2019 – Top German chef Thomas
Bühner is set to become the newest brand ambassador for the LSG Group. With this
appointment, the 57-year-old is expanding the company’s Global Culinary Leadership
Team network, which also includes two other well-known German chefs, Harald
Wohlfahrt and Sven Elverfeld (the latter from the AquaX restaurant in Wolfsburg).
Thomas Bühner has more than 30 years of experience in high gastronomy. He ran
the la vie restaurant in Osnabrück from 2006 to 2018, and was awarded three Michelin
stars and 19 points in the Gault&Millau restaurant guide. Thomas Bühner now travels
the world as a consultant, keynote speaker and guest chef. As brand ambassador for
the LSG Group, he will take a close look at the range and quality of the company’s
culinary offering and make improvement suggestions.
"I am looking forward to an exciting exchange of culinary experiences," said Thomas
Bühner. "Enriching the gastronomic experience on board an airplane is an attractive
and complex task. I am proud to be able to contribute with my experience as a brand
ambassador and would like to thank everyone for the trust they have placed in me."
Jörg Hofmann (Head of Global Culinary Excellence at the LSG Group) is also
enthusiastic: "Collaborating with Thomas Bühner will be of great benefit for the entire
LSG Group,” he said. “I am personally impressed by his enormous passion for quality,
his creativity and his extensive knowledge about the highest culinary standards. He
will help us to refine our premium offering and host high-level customer events. In
addition, I am delighted that he will inspire and motivate our young culinary talents
with his years of experience and knowledge."

Thomas Bühner has been in the league of top German chefs for more than 30 years. After
his apprenticeship as a chef in the Schweizer Haus in Paderborn, the native Westphalian
gained experience with Günter Scherrer, Jörg Müller and finally as Chef de Partie with Harald
Wohlfahrt. In 1991 Bühner took over the chef's position at the La Table restaurant in Dortmund
for the first time. Five years later, he was awarded the first Michelin star there, followed by a
second in 1998. In 2006, he became managing director and chef at the Osnabrück restaurant
la vie, which was awarded three Michelin stars in 2011. Since the restaurant closed in the
summer of 2018, Bühner has been active worldwide as a guest chef, keynote speaker and
consultant for gastronomic concepts and food producers. In Valencia, for example, he spoke
at Gastrónoma Valencia; in Amsterdam, in collaboration with Givaudan, he presented his
ideas for reducing sugar in food; in China, he was active as a guest chef; and in Gütersloh,
he developed a concept for a new restaurant with local Westphalian cuisine. Currently, he is
mainly active in China and the Middle East, where he is working on new restaurant concepts.
In the end, it is this diversity that inspires the top chef. Whether at a gourmet restaurant or
tavern, food producer or hotel, there are no restrictions for Thomas Bühner. What is important
to him is dialogue at eye level and an exciting project. Further information and current
engagements can be found at www.thomasbuehner.de.
The LSG Group is the world’s leading provider of end-to-end onboard products and services
for the travel industry. It possesses a strong portfolio of independent expert brands: LSG Sky
Chefs (catering and hospitality, including lounges), Retail inMotion (onboard retail), SPIRIANT
(onboard equipment) and Evertaste (convenience food).
The LSG Group is headquartered in Neu-Isenburg, near Frankfurt, Germany. In 2018, its
35,500 employees achieved consolidated revenues of EUR 3.2 billion and produced 719
million meals. Additionally, the LSG Group has a rich network of joint ventures and
partnerships around the globe, generating non-consolidated revenues of EUR 1.4 billion.
www.lsg-group.com

